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On-off intermittency in chaotic rotation induced in liquid crystals by competition between spin
and orbital angular momentum of light

A. Vella,* A. Setaro, B. Piccirillo,† and E. Santamato‡

Istituto Nazionale di Fisica della Materia, Dipartimento di Scienze Fisiche, via Cintia, 80126 Napoli, Italy
~Received 22 July 2002; published 13 May 2003!

We observed on-off intermittency in the chaotic rotation induced by a cw laser beam in a thin liquid crystal
film where the spin and the orbital angular momentum of light compete in reorienting the sample. We found
that the azimuthal anglef(t) of the molecular director increased linearly in time on large time scales but,

occasionally, it exhibited large fluctuations about its average valuev0t, so that its angular velocityḟ(t)

undergoes an on-off intermittent motion. The intermittent signalv(t)5ḟ(t)2v0 obeyed the scaling laws of
on-off intermittency, including the symmetry between laminar and burst phases. The chaotic rotations were
observed only when the spin and the angular momentum of light were transferred simultaneously to the
sample.
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Chaotic rotations have a central role in the study of
dynamics of bounded chaotic flows@1# and in the phase syn
chronization of coupled chaotic oscillators@2#. After a suit-
able choice of the phase space variables, many chaotic fl
such as those arising in Ro¨ssler’s and Lorenz’s systems, ca
be reduced to a chaotic rotation@1#, characterized by on-of
intermittency of its instantaneous angular velocity@3#. These
results imply that the on-off intermittency may be more p
vasive than previously thought, as its existence in cha
flows apparently does not rely on symmetry in the syst
equations@1#. Nevertheless, observing intermittent chao
rotations in real physical systems may be difficult, beca
the accessible time signals correspond usually to gen
variables reflecting the chaotic features of the underlying
namics, as stated by Takens’ theorem@4#. To observe an on-
off intermittency, one must pick up time signals correspon
ing to ‘‘suitable’’ variables that cannot be discovered eas
@3#. For this reason, on-off intermittency was mainly studi
in electronic circuits@5#, although an observation of on-o
intermittency was reported in a spin wave experiment@6#, in
a gas discharge plasma system@7#, and also in a convective
liquid crystal ~LC! cell driven by random external voltag
@8#.

Here, we report the observation of a laser-induced cha
rotation of the molecular director of a nematic liquid crys
accompanied by on-off intermittency of its instantaneous
gular velocity. Our results provide experimental support
the chaotic rotational dynamics recently studied by Laiet al.
@1#. Laser-induced chaotic oscillations in nematic liquid cry
tals was observed long time ago using ans-polarized laser
beam at a small incidence angle@9#. The transition to chaos
of this system was studied extensively both experiment
@10# and theoretically@11,12# and it was ascribed to a cas
cade of successive homoclinic gluing bifurcations@10–12#.
In the present work, we used a different experimental c
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figuration, namely, a strongly astigmatic circularly polariz
laser beam at normal incidence. Our experimental geom
is very interesting on its own grounds, because the spin
the orbital angular momentum of light may both interact w
the sample, leading to complex dynamics@13,14#. The exten-
sive study of the observed dynamical regimes when the
ternal control parameters~laser intensity, polarization, pro
file, etc.! are changed will be the object of a forthcomin
paper; in this work we studied only the regimes where c
otic rotation and on-off intermittency were observed. Unli
other experiments about on-off intermittency, no exter
noise was supplied to the system, which is entirely gover
by its own autonomous dynamics. In other words, we o
served chaotic, rather than stochastic on-off intermitten
Our sample was a 50-mm-thick E7 nematic liquid crysta
film enclosed between plane glass walls coa
with octadecyldimethyl~3-trimethoxy-silylpropyl!ammonium
chloride for strong homeotropic anchoring condition. A fr
quency doubled circularly polarized continuous wa
Nd:YVO4 laser beam atl5532 nm was sent at normal in
cidence onto the sample. Two cylindrical lenses of fo
lengths f x5500 mm and f y530 mm, having their astig-
matic axes carefully aligned along the verticaly axis and the
horizontalx axis, respectively, were used to make the be
profile elliptical at the sample position. The radii (1/e2 of
maximum intensity! of the beam at the sample position we
measured to bewx580 mm and wy58 mm, respectively.
Our detection apparatus was described elsewhere@15#. It al-
lows for real-time monitoring of the outer ring diameterD(t)
and the average polarization directionF(t) of the far field
self-diffraction pattern. As it is well known, the angular d
vergence of the ring pattern is roughly related to the inst
taneous space average value of the polar angleu of the mo-
lecular director n5(sinu cosf,sinu sinf,cosu) „D(t)
}sin2u(t)…, while the ring polarization measures the spa
average value of the azimuthal anglef „F(t).2f(t)…. The
quantitiesD(t) and F(t) provide roughly independent de
grees of freedom, from which the time evolution of the co
ponentsnx(t) and ny(t) of n in the plane transverse to th
beam propagation direction can be estimated. The ove
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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FIG. 1. ~a! Radiusr(t) of the trajectory;~b! instantaneous angular velocityv(t); ~c! rotation anglef(t), the rectangular region is show
enlarged in Fig. 2;~d! trajectory in thex,y plane of the chaotic rotation of the molecular directorn. All time traces were taken at an inciden
laser powerP5445 mW, and in~a!–~c! the time scale is the same.
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geometry of our experiment was the same as the one us
induce the collective rotation of the liquid crystal molecul
with circularly polarized light@16#, apart from the fact tha
the cross section of the laser beam was made elliptical. T
last circumstance may change dramatically the dynamic
the system, because of the presence of the extra torque d
the orbital part of the angular momentum of light@13,14,17#.
One of the most striking features observed in our experim
was that at a critical value of the incident power, the po
angle u(t) of n was found to undergo apparent irregul
oscillations, while the rotation of the azimuthal anglef(t)
was found to become chaotic and its angular velocityḟ(t) to
become intermittent. At a very high incident power, bo
u(t) and f(t) were found to become chaotic. Typical tim
signals ofr(t)5sin2u(t) and f(t) are shown in Figs. 1~a!
and 1~b!, respectively, and the trajectory of the chaotic ro
tion of n in the x,y plane is drawn in Fig. 1~d!. Each time
series acquisition lasted about 2.5 h after which the sam
was damaged by its long exposure to the laser light. O
sampling rate was 0.34 s, which is one order of magnit
faster than the reorientational response time of the
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sample. We notice the irregular oscillations ofr(t) and the
monotonic increase off(t) at large time scale, which are th
main features of chaotic rotations@1#. In Fig. 1~c! we plotted

the differencev(t)5ḟ(t)2v0 of the instantaneous angula

velocity ḟ(t) and its time average valuev0 as a function of
time. The intermittent character ofv(t) is evident. The rect-
angular region in Fig. 1~b! is shown enlarged in Fig. 2. In th
short time scale, the uniform rotation is interrupted by ra
domly distributed kinks, wheref(t) changes abruptly and

ḟ(t) undergoes a very large excursion. These kinks lead
nally to the observed intermittency ofv(t). As shown in Fig.
2, a small noise is superimposed to the signalf(t). This
noise is not due to the experimental apparatus, but it refl
the random motion of the other degrees of freedom of
system, which are chaotic. Increasing the laser power,
chaotic noise becomes larger and larger, until its amplitu
becomes comparable to the intermittent kinks. In these c
ditions, the intermittency is hard to see because the lam
phases ofv(t) become very short and they are random
interrupted by the chaotic noise. The subsequent figu
4-2
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show the tests we made to characterize the on-off inter
tency ofv(t). The probability distributionLt of the duration
t of the laminar phasev(t)50 is shown in Fig. 3~a! for a set
of incident laser powers where on-off intermittency was o
served. The distributionLt is characterized by the power la
t23/2 at smallt. At larget, the distribution decays exponen
tially, as expected@18# for on-off intermittency. In finding the
slope of the curves, the points corresponding to just one
two events in the whole measurement time were discar
because they have no significant statistic. Nevertheless
left these points in the figure to show that very long lamin
phases where sometimes observed, which excludes ty
Pomeau-Manneville~PM! intermittency, whereLt drops to
zero at finite durationt5tc @19#. We checked also that th
average durationt̄ of the laminar phases was proportional
e21, our best fit to the power lawt̄}ek yields k520.98

FIG. 2. Short time behavior off(t). The kinks pointed to by the
arrows lead to the intermittency ofv(t).

FIG. 3. ~a! Log-log plot of Lt for different values of the lase
incident power. (1)P5445 mW, (h) P5482 mW, and (s) P
5520 mW. The slope23/2 at low t is characteristic of on-off
intermittency. The best fit results areB(1)521.4760.09, B(h)
51.5460.04, B(s)521.5260.06, respectively.~b! Log-log plot
of the distributionLt of the burst and laminar phases as a funct
of the durationt. They have the same slope, which is the char
teristic of on-off intermittency. The slopes of the best fit areB5
21.560.2 for the burst, andB51.5260.06 for the laminar phase
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60.2. The bifurcation parametere5(P2Pint)/Pint , P be-
ing the incident laser power, was obtained by fitting the d
to the cumulative probabilityP(t0) of having a laminar
phase duration larger thant0. The threshold powerPint for
intermittency was estimated by a linear fitting toe(P), ob-
taining Pint544568 mW. All observed scaling laws of the
lengths of the laminar phases are consistent with the type
PM intermittency as well as with on-off intermittency. A pe
culiar feature of on-off intermittency, besides its scaling u
versality, is the symmetry between laminar and burst pha
@20#. In the PM intermittency, in fact, the dynamics occurs
a neighborhood of an invariant fixed point or periodic or
and, hence, the growing of the bursts is governed by
nonlinear dynamics far from this object, which is syste
dependent. In the on-off intermittency, the invariant objec
a chaotic attractor, which is itself governed by universal sc
ing laws and, hence, the statistical properties of burst
laminar phases are independent of the details of the sys
and, actually, they are the same@20#. We measured the dis
tribution function of the burst duration and compared it w
the distribution of the laminar phases, as shown in Fig. 3~b!.
All curves have the same slope, as required by the symm
of on-off intermittency~as before, the points correspondin
to one and two events were discarded in doing the fit!. Once
the on-off intermittent character ofv(t) has been estab
lished, we proceed to study the chaotic behavior ofr(t). We
conducted this study for a different powerP of the incident
beam, but we report here only our results atP5445 mW.
The decay of the autocorrelation functionC(t)5^r(t)r(t
1t)& is shown in Fig. 4~a!. From the figure we estimated
correlation timetc5100 s. We used the standardTISEAN

tools1 to analyze the time signalr(t). We looked first for the
dimensionn of the chaotic attractor. The dimensionn esti-
mated from the correlation sum is plotted in Fig. 4~b! as a
function of the embedding dimensiondE . The asymptotic
value of the curve provides the dimension of the attrac

1The TISEAN software package is publicly available at http
www.mpimpks-dresden.mpg.de/;tisean

-

FIG. 4. ~a! Autocorrelation function ofr(t); ~b! correlation di-
mensionn as a function of the embedding dimensiondE . The full
line is the bisectrix of the first quadrant.
4-3
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which in our case isn53.5060.05. If r(t) were governed
by stochastic noise, the curve in Fig. 4~b! would be always
increasing and for stochastic noise it would be along
bisectrix of the first quadrant. Thus, the figure demonstra
clearly thatr(t) is chaotic and not stochastic. With the sam
tools we calculated the maximum Lyapunov exponentl and
the entropy h of the attractor. We foundl5(3.360.5)
31023 s21 andh5(9.560.7)31022 s21. The values ofl
andh must be compared with the zero point valuesl0 andh0

of the regular rotating regime. We foundl05(1.060.3)
31023 s21 and h05(3.060.3)31022 s21. These values
are lower thanl and h, as they should, but not so low t
exclude a residual noise having stochastic origin. The or
of the residual noise is probably instrumental, becauser(t)
was measured by the images recorded by the charge-cou
device that is sensitive to small fluctuations of the la
power. At high incident powerP, in fact, l and h become
much larger than their zero point values, confirming the c
otic dynamics ofr(t). For example, atP5520 mW we ob-
tained l5(9.560.5)31023 s21 and h5(10.860.7)
31022 s21. We stress, however, that the character~chaotic
or stochastic! of the noise does not affect the intermitten
properties. As a final test, we tried to see if the intermitten
of v(t) was on-off or in-out@21,22#. The crucial difference
between the two kind of intermittencies is that in the on-
case the system, after the burst, is reinjected into the s
chaotic attractor, while in the in-out case the system pas
after the burst, to a different attractor@22#. Therefore, we
collected all signalsr(t) before each burst ofv(t) in a time
series and all signalsr(t) after each burst ofv(t) in a dif-
ferent time series, and then we analyzed the two series s
rately, calculating the dimensionn, the maximum
Lyapounov exponentl, and the entropyh of the attractor.
We repeated this procedure by changing the fraction of
laminar phases ofv(t) where the data were taken from 0
to 0.25. In all cases we found, within the errors, the sa
values ofn, l, andh in the two series; thus proving that th
attractor around which the system evolves is only one. T
result seems to exclude, in the present case, in-out inter
tency.

The occurrence of chaotic rotations and on-off interm
tency in our system can be understood as follows. Assu
for a moment the laser beam having a circular profile. Th
after the reorientation, the liquid crystal behaves roughly a
birefringent plate having an optical axis at anglef(t) and
retardationd(t) proportional tor(t)5sin2u(t). When the cir-
cularly light beam passes through the sample, its polariza
changes and the spin of each photon changes, on the av
of \Ds35\„cosd(t)21…. Then, the molecular director of th
liquid crystal starts to rotate with angular velocityḟ(t) pro-
portional to the average angular momentumSz transferred to
the sample in unit time, given bySz5(P/v)„cosd(t)21…. In
view of the cylindrical symmetry of the intensity profile, th
polar angleu stays constant during the rotation, which
uniform, becauseu5const implies thatd 5 const, r

5 const, andḟ5v0 5 const, as confirmed by the exper
ments @16#. Assume now an elliptical profile of the lase
beam intensity at the sample location. Then the polar angu
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will acquire an asymmetric profile in thex,y plane, and the
incoming optical wave sees an astigmatic distribution of
fractive index. The sample behaves now as a cylindrical l
having effective focal lengthsf 1(t) and f 2(t), and cylindri-
cal axis rotated at angleg(t). As it is well known, an astig-
matic laser beam may transfer orbital angular momentumLz
to a cylindrical lens@13,23#. In general,g(t) is different
from f(t). It should be stressed, however, that the angleg
and f are coupled because of the anisotropy of the ela
constants of the material: for nematic materials having
splay elastic constant larger than the twist elastic cons
(k11.k22) the minimum elastic energy is reached whenf
5g @17#. In the experiment presented here, bothSz and Lz
were transferred to the liquid crystal simultaneously, and
relevant degrees of freedomu,f,g, f 1 , f 2 are coupled to-
gether. The equation for the anglef assumes the genera
form

ḟ5v01F~f,r,x!, ~1!

wherev0 is proportional to the time averageP/v^(cosd(t)
21)&, andx5(g, f 1 , f 2) is the set of variables related to th
profile of theu distribution in thex,y plane. A model based
on these guidelines will be the object of a forthcoming wo
Having a detailed model, however, is irrelevant here, beca
one of the most striking properties of on-off intermittency
its universality, i.e., its independence on the details of
nonlinear system@20#. In fact, taking the time derivative o
Eq. ~1! yields

v̇5a~ t !~v1v0!1b~ t !, ~2!

wherev5ḟ2v0. As shown in Fig. 1,r ~and all other co-
ordinates! undergoes a chaotic motion on time scales mu
faster than the average durationt̄.150 s of the laminar
phases, whilev changes slowly most of the time. The qua
tities a(t) and b(t) may then be regarded as fast chao
functions of time. We may take the long time average of E
~2! consideringa(t) statistically independent ofv, thus ob-
taining a(t)v01b(t)50, which implies a(t)5b(t)50.
The two chaotic processesa(t) andb(t) have therefore ap-
proximately zero mean. We may then pose@1# a(t)5l'

1a0(t), wherea0(t)50 andl' is a small positive trans-
verse Lyapunov exponent, defined with respect to the ‘‘o
state. From our data onv, we found l'5231023 s21,
which is appreciably small, being about twice the zero ref
ence levell0. In this way, Eq.~2! becomes identical with the
model for on-off intermittency in the presence of noi
treated, for example, in Ref.@24#. In the present case, how
ever, the noise is related to the chaotic motion of the ot
coordinates of the system.

In conclusion, we reported the observation of a las
induced chaotic rotation accompanied by on-off interm
tency of the molecular director of a homeotropically nema
4-4
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liquid crystal film. This process was recently modeled by L
et al. @1#. Our experiment was carried out using an astigma
circularly polarized laser beam at normal incidence with
liptical profile at the sample location. The observed chao
rotation resulted from the competition between the opti
ev

ics

.D

.
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torques originated from the spin and the orbital angular m
mentum of light.
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